
FROM CHANGE MANAGER’S PATH  
TO CLARIFYING THE STRATEGY 

”I previously had the view that Trainers’ House is 
expensive, even arrogant. I finally ended up par-
ticipating in the Change Manager’s Path training 
programme through successful contacts. At 
one point of the training, we came across the 
Impact Map tool that our sales director and I 
found to be exactly what we had been looking 
for to clarify our strategy.

We had quite little previous experience of using 
consultants in strategy work. These few experi-
ments did not give much rise to new ideas; rath-
er, they helped us to perceive how things should 
be. It was important to us to now understand 

and learn how things are realised in day-to-
day life. I needed a model for clarifying the 
strategy into concrete action. The Trainers’ 
House Impact Map contained everything essen-
tial exactly for this,” Uksila says.

STRATEGY INTO EVERYDAY ACTIONS

When the collaboration began, Trainers' House 
and the management team of Climecon to-
gether crystallised what the strategy is as an 
objective and most important activity that can 
be proven. 

“Our strategy was not in a form that could be 
communicated. Together we reviewed the 
things that our strategy means in day-to-day 
activities. We finally crystallised the strategy in 
a single illustrative image; vision, strategic focal 
points, ways to achieve them and megatrends 
with effects on our operations. 

As the collaboration proceeded, we learned 
about the Pulssi change management platform. 
Having used Pulssi, I have to say that it is 
more than just a platform – it functions as 
an excellent management tool. With Pulssi, 
we were able to increase transparency, demol-
ish silos and all the people now know each oth-
er’s key activities,” Uksila says. 

Trainers’ House and Climecon arrange regular 
management checkpoint meetings. During 
them, they e.g. update the Impact Map based on 
the current focal points and needs. The Pulssi 
questions for employees change from time to 
time, and they take part in planning the ques-
tions themselves. 

”Trainers’ House might still not offer the lowest 
prices in the market, but the view of arrogance 
has subsequently changed. Working together 
is fun and extremely productive. I particu-
larly like the fact that there is expertise in all ar-
eas, regardless of who you are talking to,” Uksila 
commends. 

CLIMECON
 MAKING STRATEGY AND 
DAY-TO-DAY WORK ROCK!

GOALS EXCEEDED

”When it comes to the result of business oper-
ations, we exceeded our goals last year,” says 
Climecon’s CEO Tommi Uksila.

”Our strategy is now realised genuinely in our 
day-to-day work, and we perform well in all focal 
areas. It is clear to the people which activ-
ities are important and when; managerial 
work has become clearer and taken a step 
forward. People have really committed to us-
ing Pulssi. The response rate has been over 80% 
throughout the collaboration. We feel that this 
has supported our significant growth achieved 
in the past few years,” Uksila continues. 

It is very possible that you, too, are part 
of the Climecon story. Over the years, 
Climecon’s solutions have provided bet-
ter and more comfortable indoor air for 
millions of people to breathe in homes, 
schools and workplaces. Renewal and 
continuous product development are 
Climecon’s thing. Climecon has in-
vested in them because the company 
wants the products to be of a high qual-
ity and energy-efficient while also styl-
ish and easy to install. Today, Climecon 
is a fast-growing agile company that is  
internationalising at a rapid rate. 
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“Working together is fun and extremely 
productive. When it comes to the result  

of business operations, we exceeded 
our goals last year.”
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